I7S	LOOKING FOR TROUBLE
happens to be in Ms most pain-inflicting mood and tell
him what you think of Mm.
In this trouble-hunting 1 want yon to look for troubles
not in other people, but in yourself; in your own
personal sensations.
You see, many times you have ran up against the
person who " gives you a pain "; and then you have
run away in a hurry so that you can nurse it all by your-
self. The result is that you become so interested
in experiencing the pain that has been inflicted on you
that you forget to keep in touch with the realities of
tMngs.
Now, if you go about it in the right way, and use a
little of that attention-power that I explained to you
in the last chapter, you can get a great deal of interest-
ing enlightenment from your pain experience.
Having found the necessary victim, open up con-
nections with Mm, If he happens to be a seller of
something, pose as a possible purchaser; if he is a
lawyer, pretend to be a possible client.
If this gentleman has given you a goodly sized pain
on former occasions, the chances are that the present
experience is not going to be any exception; and, if this
pain is handled rightly, we may be able to get some-
tMng out of it.
Now, a pain, whether mental or physical, is a pain.
That iss it is the direct opposite to a pleasure. So
although it is possible that we might find it somewhat
hard at times to define precisely just what a pleasure is,
nearly every one of us finds it fairly easy to describe
what a pain is. If we can't find any more explicit
definition, we can at least say that a pain is a fading
of being hurt.

